NCR APTRATM OptiVault  

Want to identify the optimal cost
of vault cash management?

Superior vault cash management
NCR APTRA OptiVault is a vault consolidation application that optimizes
currency and coin ordering and clearing for bank money rooms and
carrier vaults. APTRA OptiVault fully complements the APTRA OptiCash
cash management system. Like APTRA OptiCash, APTRA OptiVault uses
historical bank, ATM and commercial cash demand data to forecast
future currency needs. APTRA OptiVault takes into account seasonal
fluctuations, calendars, events, and many other trends that influence
demand for cash at the vault or money room.

• Optimize costs without sacrificing quality
APTRA OptiVault forecasts currency requirements and evaluates
them against the various cost components associated with ordering,
holding, and delivering currency to and from a vault. APTRA
OptiVault uses this information to identify the optimal cost
required to meet cash demands at each vault and money room.
It then maintains the information in line with circulation quality
and cash and coin denominations for each vault.

• A comprehensive view
APTRA OptiVault accurately forecasts total branch, ATM, and
commercial cash demand to deliver a bank-wide or network-wide
view of overall currency requirements, while taking changing trends
and local variations into account.

• Proven performance
APTRA OptiVault is built upon the same core technology as
APTRA OptiCash and is the most comprehensive vault cash
management software solution available. It is proven in
money center applications worldwide.
For more information, visit www.ncr.com,
or email financial@ncr.com.
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NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.
NCR APTRA is either a registered trademark or trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All brand and product names appearing in this document are
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